Year 5/Year 6 Curriculum Overview 2016-2017 (Cycle A)

Autumn I

Autumn
II

Spring I

Science

ICT

RE

History

Animals
(including
humans) –
What would a
journey
through your
body look
like?

Safe and

Why is Diwali
celebrated by
both Sikhs
and Hindus?

Who were the
Mayans and
what have we
learned from
them?

Electricity –
Could you be
the next
Nintendo
apprentice?

Digital Literacy

What do
people believe
happens when
someone
dies?

Evolution and
inheritanceHave we
always looked
like this?
Revision

Programming/

How did it all
start?

Living things
and their
habitats –
Could
Spiderman
really exist?

Data Handling

How do
different
religions
celebrate
marriage?

Light – How
can you light
up your life?

Digital Society

What is prayer
and
meditation?

Responsible Use.

Control/Instructions

Geography

I’m a Y6 pupil,
can you get me
out of here?
(Map work)

Why should
the world be
ashamed of
slavery?

Multimedia

Spring II

Summer
I

Summer
II

Liverpool
settlements

Music

DT/ART

PSHE

FRENCH

PE

Exploring
rounds

Can you
create a
picture of your
face using
collage? - Nina
Boesch.
Sketch
themselves
and sketch an
older members
of their family
from
photographs.
Can they use
paper mosaic
to produce a
piece of art?
Can they
combine visual
and tactile
qualities?
Surprised tiger

New
beginnings

-Where we live
-My day

Dance

Exploring
sound sources

Exploring
lyrics and
melody

Going for
goals

Exploring
rhythm and
pulse

Good to be
me

Exploring
musical
processes

Will you ever
see the water
you drink
again? (The
Water Cycle)

Getting on
and falling out

Performing
together

Research the
work of artists
who have
specialised in
plants and
animals before
sketching or
drawing their
own.Georgia
O’Keefe

Looking after
myself as I
change

Changes

Gymnastics

-Writing and
performing
-Entertainment

Gymnastics
Team games

Striking ad
fielding

-The French
speaking world
-My family
-La fete
nationale

Athletics

Swimming –

